
Friday 11 June 2021
Dear Parents

COVID Update
We have been really glad to see the weather finally (!) changing for the better, with that in
mind, whilst I understand we are all looking forward to further unlocking of restrictions, I do
need to remind you that in school things have not changed.

We have seen an increase in non mask wearing on site and the one way system not being
adhered to.  In school we are still required to work within and maintain the bubble systems for
the safety of our children and anyone entering the site.  I do understand that we are all
suffering from “lockdown and restriction fatigue” however, these rules are still in place.

Here is a reminder of the key aspects:

1. Masks are required whilst on site unless you are exempt
2. The one way system applied to everyone, please ensure you follow it
3. Children/adults are not permitted to use play equipment - these are used by specific

bubbles and are not for use before or after school

Our staff who look after your children are still required to work and administer these rules too,
please help us get through the remaining weeks safely.

We have also had some enquiries regarding sports day, as stated in previous letters we will
not be changing anything until we get further guidance. I know that some of you want to be
able to plan ahead and get things in your diaries but at this stage I cannot give you details of
things which we genuinely do not know whether we’ll be able to do - basically I don’t want to
give you any false hopes.

As soon as we receive further guidance I will be in touch with you, so please watch this space
and when I hear more, you will be the first to know!

Thank you for your continued support.

Simon Wakeman
Executive Head


